
What is the Purpose of This Study?
For more than a decade, parking in downtown Grand Forks has 
been polarizing. While there are nearly 4,000 parking stalls 
across downtown, there are areas of high demand and relatively 
low supply, like around Central High School and City Hall. These 
issues are likely to worsen over time as downtown becomes 
more active and redevelopment continues. Alternatively, changes 
in traffic patterns and technology (Uber and Lyft, bike share, 
etc.), increased mixed-use development (which promotes more 
walking and biking), and changes in travel behavior (reduced car 
ownership) are changing the parking landscape expected into 
the future. The purpose of this study is to find harmony between 
existing needs and future possibilities.

For more information, visit https://theforksmpo.com and click on 
Projects/Plans/Reports.

What is the Purpose of This Meeting?
The purpose of this meeting Is to share existing and future 
projected parking conditions and work with the public to Identify 
and prioritize parking alternatives. 

How to Submit Comments:
Option 1: Formally or informally at the public input meeting.

Option 2: Send written comments by April 12th, 2019 to Mike Bittner, 
KLJ Project Manager; 728 East Beaton Drive; West Fargo, ND 58078 
or email mike.bittner@kljeng.com with “Downtown Grand Forks 
Parking” in the e-mail subject heading. 

Thursday, March 21, 2019  •  4 PM to 7 PM

Formal presentations at 4:30 and 6:00
Empire Arts Center
415 DeMers Avenue
Grand Forks, ND 58201

PUBLIC INPUT OPPORTUNITY

The Grand Forks / East Grand Forks Metropolitan Planning Organization will consider every request for reasonable 
accommodation. To request accommodations, contact Earl Haugen, at 701-746-2660 or earl.haugen@theforksmpo.org
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Key Issue #1: Parking Perception v. Reality
• 3,500 parking spaces in downtown.
• 50.5% occupied at peak hour.
• Existing spaces can accommodate future demand expected in next 10 years.

Key Issue #2: Single Use and Private Parking
• Single use and private parking are some of the primary sources of overbuilding parking in most urban 

areas.

Future Average Weekday Occupancy Rates

Calculate Parking Demand by Time of Day Shared Parking Arrangements

Refine Permit Parking Processes Thoughts or Comments?

Improved Data Collection

Thoughts or Comments?

Key Issue #3: Parking Influences Urban Form
• Parking policies that require, encourage, or otherwise allow unlimited parking in downtown and dense 

urban areas have a direct impact on how an area looks and feels.

Parking Maximum Ordinances Enhanced Pedestrian EnvironmentUrban Form Ordinances Improved Bicycle Infrastructure

Encourage Redevelopment of Parking Lots Evaluate Opportunities for Shared MobilityThoughts or Comments? Thoughts or Comments?

Key Issue #4: Increased Multimodal Mobility
• Easy parking encourages visitors to repark to get closer to their destinations, increasing parking demand 

and congestion.



Key Issue #5: Enforcement
• Nearly one in four vehicles parking in downtown stay beyond the posted time limits.

Key Issue #6: Investments in Parking Infrastructure
• The median cost to construct one new parking space in a ramp approaches $20,000.

Adopt a Graduated Parking Fine

Ramp Infrastructure Maintenance Fund Monetize the Parking Ramps

Thoughts or Comments?

Digital Tracking and Ticketing System

Thoughts or Comments?

Key Issue #7: Leverage Technology
• As parking becomes more constrained and downtown becomes more active, these technology 

applications will become more important

Digital Information

Invest in Comprehensive Signage and Wayfinding

Prepare for Legalization of Parking Meters

Develop Protocols for Downtown Events

Plan for Future Technology Impacts

Coordinate Parking Information with Event Owners

Thoughts or Comments?

Thoughts or Comments?

Key Issue #8: Event Management
• For many people, parking in downtown is associated with a special event, which often brings big 

crowds downtown, creating parking challenges and congestion

Expand Enforcement


